23 May 2009: Brookline: Brainless, Bloody or both

The application for re-location of the abortionist in Brookline occasioned spirited,
although "choice" leaning, debate at the board of appeals hearing. The root of the
abortionist's appeal before the board is based on profit and has nothing to do with socalled women's health concerns. The abortionist, in half of these sinister procedures,
deliberately and methodically destroys unborn women in their mother's womb. The
helpless unborn woman's first right was to be born and without a birth she was denied all
the rights which this abortionist claims for herself and those who support her. So much
for the lie about abortion being connected to women's health care. For the abortionist,
there is no love for women but there is money to be made. No woman's life is ever made
better by abortion and those who champion this falsehood do an unconscionable
disservice to a woman and to the noblest of vocations, motherhood. The second noblest
vocation, fatherhood, is forever lost to the man who refuses to love his mate and the
unique but helpless person that they did create.
Seven out of nine judges granted amnesty to abortionists in 1973 based on the premise
that in the first trimester human life was some how absent. It was argued that the woman
and her doctor (abortionist) should privately discuss and decide what should be done with
the "inconvenient" question (third person), who would be totally unaware of their
deliberations. Thirty six years later and we have 50 million unborn Americans destroyed
at all stages of gestation, including at birth with no end in sight. We have become coconspiratorial serial killers of our progeny. Two judges deferred in 1973, suggesting
some semblance of sanity but the nation succumbed to the release from the responsibility
of the innocent lives it created. A women's right to privacy has destroyed 25 million of
their sisters-in-the-womb and the nation elected their champion. Every bumper sticker
with his name represents a committed abortionist with no love for unborn women.
America has hardened its heart along with the rest of the world to its great peril.
So history continues to unfold before our eyes. It is hard to believe that many years are
left to record but let's assume that by some stroke of good fortune the unborn regain their
God given rights in America before the Middle East finally implodes in one final
cataclysmic Earth shattering event. Will history be kind to Brookline and say it was
simply brainless in regards to innocent human lives lost in its community? Or will it say
Brookline was absolutely bloody in its total disregard for innocent human lives lost for
nothing more than simple profit?
History recorded that the board voted against unborn Brookline women on 21 May 2009.

